Tour 3 „Potsdam Pur“, approx. 6 hours
Part 1: approx. 1 hour
 Pick-up at Berlin down town, a place of your choice
 Via Kurfürstendamm down in direction of Grunewald district
 Sightseeing of Grunewald area with ist marvellous mansions and villas and the beautiful old
train station
 Koenigsallee in direction south to Mexico square and Wannsee lake
 Leaving the car and entering the public ship for cruising on Wannsee lake

Part 2: approx. 1 hour
 Cruising with the ship Small Wannsee lake, Stölpchen lake and Griebnitz lake
 Passing the beautiful old villas of former UFA artists and movie starts
 Leaving the ship at Glienicker bridge, former point of spy exchange

Part 3: approx. 4 hours
 Entering the convertible
 Driving to Potsdam old city and going through ist old beautiful streets of the upper class
 Passing New Garden in direction to castle of Cecilienhof and old milk factory
 Drive through the traditional old russian settlement of Alexandrowka
 Arriving at castle of Sanssouci, visiting the famous park and garden of the castle
 Driving along the huge park and passing the dutch mill, Orangerie, Belvedere and reaching
the New Palais
 Visiting New Palais square and Communs
 Entering Potsdam inner city and Brandenburg gate

 Entering famous Dutch Quarter with ist beautiful small streets and shops
 Passing Bassin square and ride to New Castle of Potsdam and City Hall
 Moving back through Potsdam in direction to Berlin
 Abstecher zum Blockhaus Nikolskoe und der Kirche Peter und Paul mit schönem Blick auf den
Wannsee und die Pfaueninsel, Ausstieg möglich
 Depending on time, a side step to Nikolskoe and Church of Peter and Paul is possible
 Through Potsdam forrest to Villa Liebermann and House of Wannsee conference (EichmannVilla)
 Gliding along Wannsee lake in direction to north west Berlin, passing Grunewald tower
 Visiting Olympic stadion with Maifeld and bell tower
 Back to Berlin inner city

